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Do you want to know why Tony Robbins, is one of the most successful and inspirational people of

our time? This book offers an introduction to Robbins, his business success while "changing your

life" and the lessons that we can learn from him. It is not a text book nor a biography, but more of a

cheat sheet for reading on the bus or in the bathroom, so that you can pick out the most significant

points without having to carry around a bag of weighty tomes. You can read it all in one sitting, or

look up specific case studies as and when you are looking for inspiration or direction. The  50 

lessons outlined here are drawn from interviews Robbins has given, from the numerous blogs and

books written about him, and, most importantly, from the successes and failures on his road to

Awakening the Giant within him. Additionally You Get 2 Bonus Ebooks  - 69 Ways to Make Money

From Home  - Bitcoins Beginnerâ€™s Guide
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Tony Robbins: 50 Life and Business Lessons is an informative book that leads to having a better

understanding of ways to make the best business decisionsâ€‹. I have to say that lesson 23 is

something that we all can use in both our person and business life. "You won't please everybody all



of the time. " This is something that I find myself trying to do and getting upset when I can't. I would

recommend this book to anyone that is looking to feel inspired when they get done reading the

book.

I have been a fan of Tony Robbins for many years. I think that he is a fascinating and highly

inspirational business figure yet don't know much about him. I love reading author George Ilian's

"Tony Robbins: 50 Life and Business Lessons from Anthony Robbins". These are things that have

been pulled from his interviews and other items written about him over the years and they offer a ton

of insight into the man and his business philosophies. While this wasn't a long read, it was certainly

a worthwhile one and one that I know I will be re-visiting again in the near future.

Its a great book.Its a real lesson from a great guy Anthony Robbins.He is the best selling

author.Throughout the book, Robbins combines inspiration, advice, and personal anecdotes. On the

topic of dreaming, of aspiring, for example, he talks of what is required to keep one's dreams in

focus, and to realize them. He talks of his own dreams, and tells the story of flying over a building in

his career.It is a short introduction of Robbins.He teaches 50 life and business lessons in this

book.Very good book.Everyone must read this book.

Good point! This story is a really nice advert for the book.it really takes to become a successful

human being. Go on all the financial news websites and see Tony smile! There is no bigger cult

than the Wall Street cult.It's really all believe that Tony Robbins is amazing.It's book inspire people

by spreading knowledge of self development and life changing stories to the world.Really I like it

and high recommended it.

When a person talks about how to make money, it always grabs my attention. George Ilian offers a

fantastic read directed by Anthony Robbins. The book is loaded with insights for the stay at home

mother who wants to build her very own company, to the person who is already and established

entrepreneur and is interested in ways to make their business thrive.Robbins has several lessons to

be learned from his accomplishments, but the one I value the most is lesson 29, which states,

"events outside your control can dictate the ultimate outcome of your endeavors." To me this means

you can never depend on everyone's circumstances to be the same when it comes to making a

deal, so its best to plan ahead and make sure that not one single person is missing out including

yourself.I do recommend this book to the established businessman or woman, or the stay at home



mom who wants to make some extra income for rainy days

To be blunt, I've never paid much attention to Anthony Robbins, but I do like 'life lessons' books, so

I picked this up. I All of the advice inside is solid and rings true, spoken from the perspective of a

true businessman- someone who has learned that virtues and a work ethic go a long way to earning

respect, and that success isn't to be measured monetarily.t's a short read, about half an hour cover

to cover, but it rings true. While being charismatic certainly does have it's advantages, it's not the

most important thing in life, as people like Anthony Robbins will point out time and time again. I truly

believe that following the advice given in here will help better me as a person.

I have recently gotten hold of many Tony Robbins materials. I have been going through them but

discovered that they were rather many to cover. It was my search for a summery that brought me to

this book. What a thoughtful thing for the author to do for people in my shoes.The author truly

understands Robins so well as well as his teachings. The best part is how he breaks it down for

your immediate understanding and implementation. So many off the hook stuff you never knew

about success and life were exposed in the course of the book.My advice, save much more money

and gain much more knowledge and inspiration by choose this book. You'll bump into so many life

chaning tips inside it. Take a look and see.

Tony Robbins is a giant. Heâ€™s accomplished a lot, coming from modest means and then building

a successful business. There are a plethora of books, blog posts, videos and more from Robbins.

That isnâ€™t a problem, but it is simply too much to comb through. This book is an excellent

condenser of all that Robbins has to teach. It starts with his inspirational personal story and then

expands to Robbinsâ€™ teachings. It covers progressive thinking and personal branding as well as

character development and best practices. This book has been compiled expertly and truly offers

the best of Tony Robbins. Life-changing read! A++
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